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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the structure of synchronous sequential 
machines that are realized by trigger or set-reset flip-flop memory  
elements. In particular, a method  is developed for predicting the func- 
tional dependence of the memory  element inputs. Hartmanis (1961) 
and Stearns and l~lartmanis (1961) have considered this problem for 
delay type memory  elements. A familiarity with their results is assumed 
in this study. 
Throughout  this paper Greek letters p, 7, ... denote partitions of 
the states of a sequential machine and #(p) denotes the number  of 
blocks of pa1%ition p. Different relations on the set of state partitions 
are considered and these are denoted by lower case letters. For example, 
a partition pair is denoted r"p"fl. 
The  set of internal states is denoted by [AI, the set of inputs by IX  I. 
The  next state function f maps  the cross product of [AI and IX1 into 
IAI. Internal states are encoded into 10, I I ~, and, as such, are represented 
by the internal state vector Y, the ith component  of which is Yi • When 
Y is the output from a delay type memory ,  then the input to the memory  
during the same time interval is represented by Z. Thus, 
Z = F(Y,  X) 
where F maps the cross product of {0, 1} N and {X} into {0, 1t ~, and Z 
corresponds to the value of Y during the next time interval. 
The state code assigned to each state variable Yi implies a partition 
O(Yi) on the states of the machine where all states with the same value 
of Y~ are in the same block of p(Y~). When we write 
• This work was supported by NSF Grants GP 2724 and GK-1146X. 
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z = F(Y1, Y : , . . . ,  Y~,X) 
this means that Z is a function of only the variables Y1, Y:, • • • , Ye ,X. 
The ith trigger flip-flop is a two state sequential machine with input 
T~ and output Y~., both of which are members of {0, 1}. The charac- 
teristics of a trigger flip-flop are discribed by the table of Fig. 1, where 
the internal states are represented by integers 1 and 2 and where 
ft: / A~} X { T~} --~ f A ~}. 
A~ , T~ ft(A~ , Ti) Y~ 
1, 0 
1,1 
2, 0 
2, 1 
1 0 
2 0 
2 1 
1 1 
FIG. 1. Next state and present output table for a trigger flip-flop. 
The ith set-reset flip-flop is also a two state sequential machine with 
output Y/and with inputs R~ and Si. Again Y~, Ri,  and S~ are vari- 
ables on {0, 1}. The characteristics of a set-reset flip-flop are described 
by the table of Fig. 2, where the internal states are represented by 
integers 1and 2, andwheref~:{Ai} X {Si} X {Ri} -~ {A~}. 
1, 0, 0 
1, 0, 1 
1, 1, 0 
2,0, 0 
2, 0, 1 
2, 1, 0 
fr(Ai, S i ,  R~) Yi 
1 0 
1 0 
2 0 
2 1 
1 1 
2 1 
Inputs S~ = R/ = 1 are not allowed. 
FIG. 2. Next state and present output able for a set-reset flip-flop 
Throughout his paper we consider machines uch that their state 
table is completely specified, i.e., f is completely specified. If f is not 
completely specified; then with the obvious changes in definitions, 
similar to that of ref. 3, all the results are valid except Lemma 3. 
TRIGGER FLIP-FLOP REALIZATIONS 
Cons ider  first sequent ia l  mach ines  that  use tr igger type  flip-flop 
memory  e lements.  I t  is easy to show that  par t i t ion  pairs do not  charac-  
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terize the functional dependence of the inputs to the memory elements of 
a sequential machine when the memory elements are trigger flip-flops. 
Consider state variables Y1 and Y2 that result from a state code assign- 
ment and the corresponding two-block state partitions p(Y1) and 
p(Y2). It  has been shown (Stearns and Hartmanis, 1961) that 
Z2 = F2(Y1, X) if and only if o(Y~)"p"p(Y2). 
However if Y2 is the output of a flip-flop with input T2, then 
T2 = q)~(Y2, Z2) 
and when p(Y1) "p"p(Y2), then 
T2 = ~(  g2 , F~( Y~ , X )  ) = G~( Y1, Y~ , X ) .  
Thus T~ is a function of both Y1 and Y2 even though Z~ is not a function 
of Y2. The following is an example of this. 
Machine A in Fig. 3 has state partition pairs (1,2; 3,4) p (1,3; 2,4) 
and ( 1,3; 2,4)"p"( 1,2; 3,4) where ( 1,2; 3,4)- (1,3; 2,4) = 0. If we assign 
Y~ constant on (1,3; 2,4) and Y2 constant on (1,2; 3,4), then from 
Steams and Hartmanis (1961) it follows that Z~ = FI(Y~, X)  and 
Z2 = F~( Y1, X). This however, yields 
T1 = J(Yl172 + IYlY2 + XlYl 
T~ = X'21Y~ + 2Ylf-2 + XYlf~: + XY1Y2 
and shows that the reduced dependence of the next internal state 
variable functions does not apply to the trigger input functions. 
Inputs 
0 1 
1 4 
3 4 
2 3 
4 3 
3,4) p (1,3, 2,4) 
(~,3; - -  " " - -"  2,4) p (1,2, 3,,4) 
FIG. 3. Machine A 
Before we define a relation which does characterize the functional 
dependence of trigger ealizations we consider a preliminary result. 
Consider the realization of a sequential machine for which the gth 
memory element is a trigger flip-flop with input Tg and output Yg. 
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LEMMA 1. I f  
Zo = YoM(Y1, Y2, " ' ,  Y j ,  X)  -+- YgN(Y1, Y2, . . - ,  Yj, X), 
where g ~ {1, 2, . . .  , j} then Tg = G~( Y1, Y2 , "" , Yj , X)  if and only 
ifM=S¢. 
Proof: (i) Suppose T~ = Gg(Y1, Y2, .-" , Yj, X). In general To = 
Y~Z~ + I>~Z~ ; therefore, substituting for T~ and Z~ and simplifying 
gives Tg -= YoUr(J71, Y2, .-" , Yj, X) q- 1?gN(](1, Y2, " "  , Yj ,X) 
which, in turn, implies N = M. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose B~r = N. Then since 
Tg = Y~ll}(Y1, Y2, " . ' ,  Y~,X) q- I?gN(Y1, Y2, . " ,  Yj, X) 
we have Tg = N(Y1, Y2, . . .  , Yj, X). | 
In order to characterize the functional dependence of the inputs to the 
trigger flip-flop memories of a sequential machine a relation t is de- 
fined on the set of state partitions by Def. 1. In this regard, if Ci and 
Cj are blocks of some partition, then Ci =~ Cj means that C~ and Cj 
are in the same block of r. Moreover, f (C i ,  X) represents the image 
states due to f of the states in C~ for input X. 
DEFINITION 1. The state partitions r and p of a sequential machine 
are in relation r"t"p and are called a t-pair if and only if, 
1. p is a two block partition. 
2. T" p"p"p. 
3. If two blocks C~ and C~ of r.p are such that C~ =~ Cj, then for 
every input X the next states are in opposite blocks of p; i.e.,f(C~, X) ~ 
f (C , ,  Z) .  
For an example of this definition consider Machine B in Fig. 4. 
In this machine (1,2; 3,4,5)"t"(1,2,3,5; 7i). Note that (1,2,3,5; 4) is a 
two block partition and that (1,2; 3,5; 4)"p"(1,2,3,5; 4) where (1-,2,2; 
3,4,5). ( 1,2,3,5; 71) = ( 1,2; 3,5; 4). Moreover, for every input X,f('~,5,X) 
and f(7i, X) are in opposite blocks of ( 1,2,3,5; 4). 
Inputs 
0 1 
1 3 3 
2 5 1 
3 2 4 
4 4 2 
5 1 4 
(1-7~; a -7~,5)" t " (~;  ~) 
FIG. 4. Machine B 
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I t  should be observed that if p _-__ r then the relations T"p"p and 
T"t"p are  equivalent when p is a two block partit ion. Moreover, if 
7 = p, then p"t"p implies p"p"p implies p has the substitution property, 
and conversely, when p is a two block partition. 
The following three results give some properties of the relation t. 
The first defines a set of t-pairs in terms of a single t-pair. The other two 
show how two t-pairs can be combined to form a third t-pair. 
LEMMA 2. I f  ~'"t" p and "rl <= r then ~'~"t" p.
Proof: (i) Show p"rz"p"p, r"t"p implies T.p"p"p. S ince  r l  _-< ~', we  
have that p.T1 _-__ p . ,  from Stearns and tIartmanis (1961). This implies 
p" Tl"p'p. 
(ii) Suppose there exist D~, Dj blocks of p'T1 such that D~ =,1 Ds. 
Show f(D~, X) ~,  f(D~, X).  
Since r.p >= TI"p, there exists blocks of p-T, say C~, C~-, such that 
C~ => Di ,  Cj _-> Dj .  Moreover, C¢ =~ Cs. Therefore, since r"t"p implies 
f(C~, X) ~p f(Cj,  X) we have f(D~, X) ~p f(Di ,  Z).  (i) and (ii) 
imply rl"t" p. | 
Recall that for any two partitions r and ~,  T'~l =< ~ ~nd T'T~ <= T~. 
With this, Lemma 2 yields the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. If T"t"p and rl"t"p then r.'rl"t"p. 
LEMMA 3. I f  "r"t"p and "rl"t"p then (r + rl)"t"p. 
Proof: (i) First consider a sequence of states h i ,  A2, --- , Aj such 
that fo r i  = 1,2, . - .  , j - -  1, A~ =,M+lorA~ =~l A~.  We show by 
induction that if A~ = p A~-, then f(A~, X) =pf(A~, X) while if A~ #,  As, 
thenf(A~, X) ~f (h~. ,  X).  
Suppose j = 2. Then A~ =,  A~ or A1 =,~ A2 which if A1 = p A2 implies 
f(A~, X) =s f(A~, X) since .r.p"p"p and "~l'p"p"p. If A~ ¢~ A~, then 
f(A~, X) ~ o f( A~ , X) since r"t" p and r~"t" p. 
Assume the hypothesis is true for every integer i - 1, 2, - . .  , /c. 
Let A~, M,  • • • , A~, A~+~ be a sequence of states such that A~ =~ A.~ 
orM =~A~+l for i  = 1,2, - . .  ,/~-t- 1. 
Suppose A~ =~ A~+~. If h~ =p h~+l, then A~ =~ h~ and this together 
with the induction hypothesis implies f(A1, X) =p f (A , ,  X) and 
f(Ae, X) = ~ f(A,+~, X) ; hence, f(A~, X) = ~ f(A~+~, X), If A~ ~ ~ A~+I, 
then A~ ~ A~ which implies f(A1, X) ~ f(A~, X) and f(A~, X) ~,  
f(A~+~, X).  Since p is a 2 block partition, this implies f(A~, X) -=p 
f(~+~, X). 
Suppose A~ ~ ~ A~+I. If A~ = A~+~, then A~ ~ ~ A~ which from the 
induction hypothesis implies f(A~, X) ~,  f (h , ,  X) and f(A~, X) =~ 
f(A~+~, X) ; thus, f(A~, X) ~ f(A,+~, X).  If A~ ~ ~ A~+~, then A1 = ~ A~ 
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since p is a 2 block partition. Thus from the induction hypothesis 
f(A1, X)  =pf (Ak ,  X )  andf(Ak, X) ~pf(Ak+~, X) so that f (h l ,  X) ~p 
f(Ak+~, X).  
(fi) Show T -f- rl"t"p. 
If A~ =,+,1 hb, then there exists a sequence of states A~ = h i ,  A~, 
• -- ,h i  = Ab such that Ai =~Ai+l orA~ =~1 A~+~ for i = 1,2, . . .  , j -  1. 
If ha and Ab are in the same block of p(r + z~) then ha =p Ab and 
f(2~, X)  =pf(Ab,  X )  from part i). Thus (r  + ~-~)p"p"p. I f A~ ~p A~, 
then f(A~, X) ~,  f(A~, X) from part i) and, therefore, r + -rl"t"p. | 
Observe the implication of Lemma 3. Namely, that for any two block 
partition p, there exists a largest partition ~ such that ~"t"p. With this 
we turn to the prineipM results concerning trigger flip-flop realizations. 
These are the necessary and sufficient conditions uch that the input 
function has reduced internal state variable dependence. 
TgEOgEM 1. I f  a sequential machine with interval state variables Y~ , Y2 , 
• • • , Y~ has a realization with trigger flip-flop memory elements such that 
Tg = Gg(Y~, Y~ , . . .  , Y~ , X ) ,  then the state partitions p = p( Yg) and 
r = II~=l p(Yi)  are in relation ~'"t"p. 
Proof: If Yg is in [Y1, Y2 , - . - ,  Yj} then T =< p and since 
Zg = TgI~g + TgYg, then Zg = Fg(Y1. Y2, " • , Yj, X) .  From Stearns 
and Hartmanis (1961) it follows that r"p"p and this implies T"t"p Since 
If Yg ~ [YI, Y2, - "  , Yj'} then by Lemma 1, 
Zg = YgM(Y1,  Y2 , ' " ,  Y j ,  X )  ÷ Y~N(Y~, Y2 , ' " ,  Y j ,  X )  
where M = N. According to Stearns and Hartmanis (196i) T'p"p"p 
since Zg = F~(Y~, Y~, • .. , Yj,  X) .  Let C~ and Cj be different blocks 
of v.p such that C~. =~ Cj and let Q be the code assignment of 
Y~, Y2, "- • , Y~" for the block of ~ that consists of C~ and Cj. Finally, 
without loss of generality, let Y~ = 1 for C~ and Y~ = 0 for C~'. Now, since 
M = N then states in Ci have Z~ = M(Q, X)  and states in Cj have 
Z~ = N(Q, X )  = i~I(Q, X ) .  This shows that f(C~, X)  ~ f(C~, X)  
and completes the proof that ~-"t"p. | 
The results of Theorem 1 simplify when the realization is such that 
Z~ = F~(YI ,  .. • , Y~, X)  for every i in (1, . . -  , h) where h -< j. In 
fact they become the same as for delay memory elements under the con- 
dition described in the following corollary. 
COROI~LA~Y 2. I f  a sequential machine has a realization with trigger flip- 
flop memory elements such that T~ --- G~( Y~ , Y2 , • • • , Y~ , X )  for i in 
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J (1, 2 , . - . ,  h), where h < j,  then the partitions "r = ~I i= l r (Y i )  and 
p = II~=l r(Y~) are such that ~-"p"p. 
Proof: From Theorem 1 if i is in (1, 2, . . .  , h), then r"t"~'(Y~). From 
the hypothesis if i is in (1, 2, • .. , h), then r _-< r(Yi).  Thus "r"t"T(Y~) 
implies r "p"r (Y I )  which implies ~-"p"( II~=~ r(Y~) ) or "r"p"p since the 
multiplication of partition pairs is still a partition pair. | 
Theorem i shows that the state table of realization with trigger flip-flop 
memory for which a trigger function has reduced state variable de- 
pendence, has partitions in the t-relation. Theorem 2 shows that state 
partitions in the t-relation imply the existence of a realization for which 
trigger functions have reduced ependence. 
TIIEOREM 2. I f  the state variables of a sequential machine can be coded 
such that p = ~-( Yg) and ~ = I I i= l  .r( Yi)  where ~-"t"p, then 
Tg = Gg( r~,  Y2, . . .  , Y j ,X ) .  
Proof: Since ~"t"p implies o" r"p"p, it follows from Stearns and Hart- 
marls (1961) that 
Zg = Fo(Y~, Y~, ' " ,  Y j ,X )  
or  
Zg = Y~M(Y~ , Y2,  . . .  , Y j ,  X )  q- YgN(Y~,  Y2,  . . . ,  Y~, X) .  
We now show that M = N. 
Let C~ and Cj be blocks of p. r for which 171, Y2, • • " , Yj has valuation 
Q and Yg has valuation 1 and 0 respectively. For Ci ,  Zg = M(Q,  X)  and 
for Cj, Z~ = N(Q,  X) .  However, since r"t"p implies f (C~,  X)  ¢p  
f (C j ,  X),  it follows that M(Q,  X)  ~ N(Q,  X )  for all Q and X. Thus 
M = fi~ and from Lemma 1 T~ = Gg(Y1, • "- , Y~-, X) .  
COROLLARY 3. I f  a sequential machine has state partitions r and p such 
that r "p"p where p >= ~- and i f  ( Y1,  Y2 , • • • , Yk) are assigned constant on 
the blocks of p while ( Y~ , Y2 , • • • , Y j )  are assigned constant on the blocks 
of % then for every i in (1, 2, . . .  , h) we have 
T~ = G~( Y~, Y~, . . .  , Y~,X) .  
Proof: Since r"p"p,  then for any two block partition fl where/3 > p, 
we have r"p"f l  from Stearns and ttartmanis (1961). Since f3 > p >_ r, 
then r"p"f l  implies r"t"fl. Thus r" t" r (Y~)  for every i in (1, 2, .-- , h) 
and from Theorem 2 T~ = GI( Y1,  I72, • .. , Y j  , X ) .  | 
Corollaries 2 and 3 state necessary and suiticient conditions uch that 
the results from delay type realizations apply to trigger flip-flop realiza- 
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tions. In particular it should be observed in Corollary 2 that if j = h 
then r has the substitution property (S.P.). If p = ~ in Corollary 3 then 
j = h and we have a result analogous to Theorem 2 in (Hartmanis, 1961 ). 
We conclude the results on trigger flip-flop realizations with Theorem 3. 
It  provides the conditions for reduced dependence of more than one 
trigger input function. 
THEOREM 3. Consider a sequential machine such that 
(i) There exist state partitions in the t-relation ~-i"t"pl , ~-2"t"p~ , • • • , 
@'t"p~ .
(ii) For each p~ there exist a subset Vi  of the integers (1, 2, . . .  , j )  
where 
raE V i 
(iii) For every i in (1, 2, . . .  , j )  the state variable Yi  is assigned ac- 
cording to the blocks of p~ . 
Then for every i in (1, 2, .. • , j ) ,  T ~ is a function of only the input variables 
and the state variables in { Y~ I m E Vi}. 
Proof: I t  follows from (i) and (ii) of the hypothesis and Lemma 2 that 
for every i in (1, 2, - . -  , j ) (  l-I~ev~ p~)"t"pl .  This together with (iii) of 
the hypothesis and Theorem 2 implies the result. | 
Machine C in Fig. 5 gives an example of Theorem 3. Observe from the 
Fig. 5 that 
~'~2"~i < r2 
~.~ < T~. 
Therefore, if we assign Y1 constant on the blocks of B1, Y~ constant on 
the blocks of B2, and Y3 constant on the blocks of ~ ,  then from Theorem 
3 we have T~ = GI(Y~, X) ,  T2 = G2(Y~, Y~, Y~, X)  and T~ = 
G3(Y2, Ys, X) .  For one such assignment Ti = XY2, T2 = X]~ ~- 
?~Y~Y3X, and T3 = XY~?~ -~ XY~Y~.  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Inputs 
0 1 
2 3 
2 4 
5 1 
5 4 
3 5 
(1-:-~; 3 , -~ ,~)" t " (~;  g) = rl"t"~, 
(1,2,3; 4; 5)"t"(~2,2; 3,-~,5) = r2"t"~2 
(2,3,5; 1,-4)"t"(1,3,5; 2,,4) = ~'3"t"~3 
FIG. 5. Machine C 
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SET-RESET FLIP-FLOP REALIZATIONS 
The development of the functional dependence of the flip-flop control 
functions for realizations with set-reset flip-flop memory elements is sim- 
ilar to that for trigger flip-flop realizations. As with trigger flip-flops, it is 
not characterized by partition pairs. We begin with two Lemmas that 
are the basis for the results. 
In this section S~ and R~ denote the set and reset inputs respectively 
of the ith flip-flop whose output is Y~. Recall that S~ = ~,(Z~, Y~) and 
R~ = ~(Z~,  Y~), where ~ and 4~r are incomplete functions in that they 
include "don't  care" combinations of variable values. These are denoted 
by e. If a Boolean function F is an incomplete function, then it can be 
represented algebraically by complete functions F~a~ and Fmin where all 
"don't  care" combinations have unit and zero functional values re- 
spectively. 
Consider the realization of a sequential machine for which the gth 
memory element is a set-reset flip-flop with inputs So and R~ and with 
output Y~. 
LEMMA 4. I f  
Z~ = YgU(Y1,  Y2, . . .  , Y j ,X )  + ?oW(Y1,  Y2, . . . ,  Y~,X)  
where g ~ (1, 2, . . .  , j )  and W <= U, then there is a realization such that 
Rg = Hg( Y1, Y2 , "'" , Y~ , X )  and Ss = 19(Y1, Y2, "" • , Ys ,X) .  
Proof: Since $o max = YsU + YgW and Sg mi~ = ]TgW; then, in gen- 
eral, $o = YgV + ~z,W where V -<_ U. Since W _-_ U, then the 9 terms 
call be assigned such that V = W. If this is done, then 
Ss = W(Y i ,  Y2, . . .  , Y~,X) .  
Also Ramax = Y~U + ]~g# and Reta in  = Y~U. Hence, in general 
Rg = Y~U + ]?g~r, where M < W. But W -< U implies W > U. Thus 
we can assign the 9 terms such that 21~ = U. If this is done, then 
R~ = U(Y1, • • • , Yj,  X) as was to be shown. | 
In essence, Lemma 4 states that if Za is positive in the variable Yo, 
then Sg and Rg can be realized independent of Yo • Lemma 5 is concerned 
with the converse. 
LEMMA 5. I f  the realization of a sequential machine has for the gth flip- 
flop memory element Sg = H, (Y1 ,  Y2, " ' ,  Y~, X)  and Rg = 
Ig(Y1, Y2 , ' " ,  Y i ,  X )  where Y~ (Y~, Y~, . . . ,  Yj), then 
Z~ = Y~U(Y I ,  Y : ,  . . .  , Y~, X)  + Y~W(Y~, Y~, . . .  , Y~, X)  where 
U>W.  
Proof: In general 
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Zg = YaU(Y1,  Y2, " "  , Y~,X)  + ?gW(Y1,  Y~, " "  , Y j ,X )  
and from the: proof of Lemma 4 this implies that 
So = YoV(Y I ,  Y~, "-. , Y j ,  X )  + YaW(Y~, Y~, . . .  , Y i ,  X )  
and 
R~ = Y~7(Y~, y~ , . . . ,  Yj, X) + ?jI(Y~, Y~ , . . . ,  Y~, X) 
where V =< U and ~r __< W. According to the hypothesis, So and Rg are 
independent of Yg, hence, it is necessary that V = W and ~7 = 2. It  
follows immediately therefore that W _-< U. | 
The functional dependence of the inputs to set-reset flip-flops is char- 
acterized by state partitions in the r-relation. This relation is defined as 
follows: '
DEFINITIObr 2. Let r and p be partitions of the states of a sequential 
machine. Then r and p are said to be in the r-relation, denoted -r"r"p, if 
and only if 
(i) p is a two block partition. 
(ii) 7".p"p"p. 
(iii) For every two blocks C~, Cj of , .p  such that Ci = ,  Cj and for 
every input X,  either f( Ci , X )  =p f( C] , X )  or f( Ci , X )  <-_ E~ and 
f (C i ,  X )  < E~ where E~ and Ej are blocks of p such that E~ > C~ and 
Ej _-> Cj respectively. 
For  an example of the preceding definition, consider Machine D in 
Fig. 6. In this machine (1,2,3,4; "5)"r"(1,2; 3,4,5). Note that p = (L2,2; 
3,-~,5) is a two block p~rtition and that ~'.p"p"p = (~;  3,4; 5)"p"(~,2; 
3,4,5).__Also for eve___ry input f__((3,--4; X) = f(]-~,2; X) or f(3-~,4; X) -<_ 3,4,5 
and f( !,2; X) <= 1,2 where 1,2 and 3,4,5 are blocks of p. 
Inputs 
0 1 
3 2 
4 2 
5 4 
3 4 
1 5 
."r"p = (1,2,3,4; ~)"r"(Y,2; 3,4,5) 
Fie. 6. Machined 
It  should be observed from the definition of r that if p >_- r and if p 
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is a two block partition rhea T"r"p and .r"p"p are equivalent. The follow- 
ing results are concerned with some of the basic properties of the r-rela- 
tion. 
LEMMA 6. I f  r"r" p and 7i ~ ~- then 71"r"p. 
Proof: Since 71 _<- 7, this implies 71.p - 7.p and since 7.p"p"p, it fol- 
lows from Stearns and Hartmanis (1961) that rl-p"p"p. 
If Di and Dj are different blocks of ; l 'p such that Di =,, D~-, then 
D~ #p D~.. Since 7 => 71, then there exist blocks Ci and Cj of 7 where 
Di = Ci and Dj -<_ Cj such that C~ ~.p  C~. and Ci = ~ C~- which implies 
Ci #p Cj. Since 7"r"p, thenf(Ci ,  X)  =~f(Cj ,  X)  or f(C~, X)  <= E; 
andf(Cj ,  X) < Ej where El and Ej are blocks of p such that El > Ci and 
Ej > C~.. This immediately implies, since D~ < Ci and Dj. =< Cj, that 
f (D i ,X )  =pf (D j ,X )  or f (D i ,X )  -<_ E~andf (D i ,X )  <= Ej .  This 
establishes 71"r" p. | 
COROLLARY 3. I f  *l"r" p and 72"r" p, then 71.7~"r"p. 
Proof: The proof follows immediately from Lemma 6 since 
71"72 ~ T1. I 
LEMMA 7. I f  7 and p are partitions such that 7"p"p and p ~ 7 then 
"r"t"pl and 7"r"pl where pl is any two block partition such that pl >= p. 
Proof: Since T"p"p and pl => p, this implies 7"p"pl . Also pt >= 7 and 
7"p"pl implies 7"t"pl and 7"r"pl since Pl is a tWO block partition. | 
In general 71"r"p and 72"r"p does not imply (71 + 72)"r"p. This means, 
therefore, that for a given partition p, a largest partition ~ does not 
necessarily exist such that -r"r"p. This is shown by Machine E of Fig. 7 
where (~;  4)"r" (~;  5)and 
where ( 1,2,3,4,5)"not r"( 1,2,3,4; 5). 
Inputs 
0 1 
3 1 
4 2 
5 4 
2 4 
5 3 
(1,2,4; 3,5)"r"(1,2,3,4; 5) but 
(1,2,4,5; 3)"r"(1,2,3,47 5)
(1,2,4,3,5) (1,2,3,4, 5) 
(1,2,3,4,5)"not r "~,  "- 
F Ic .  7. Mach ine  E 
I t  can be shown, however, that if either rl <= p or r2 < p, where r{'r"p 
and .r~"r"p, then (rl ~- r2)"r"p. 
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The following theorems characterize the functional dependence for the 
inputs of set-reset flip-flops. They specify the necessary and sufficient 
conditions uch that the functional dependence can be controlled. 
THEOREM 4. I f  a sequential machine with internal state variables 
Yi , Y2,  . . . .  , Y~ has a realization with set-reset flip-flop memory elements 
such that 
:Rg =Hg(Y1 ,Y~, . - - ,Y j ,X )  and S~- - - Ig (Y1 ,Y2 , . . .  Y~,X) 
then the partitions p = r(Yg) and r = ~I~=z T(Yi) are in relation ~-"r" p. 
Proof: From Lemma 5, Z~ = Fg(Yg, Y1, • • • , Y~', X) and this, ac- 
cording to Stearns and ttartmanis (1961), implies .r.p"p"p. If 
Y0E (Y1, Y~, ' "  , Yj), then p _= ~. Thus ~.p = r which implies 
T"p"p and this is equivalent to "r"r"p because p _= ~. 
If Yg $ (I71, Y2, " "  , Yj), then from Lemma 5 
Z~ = YgU(Y1,  Y~, " "  , Y j ,  X )  + YgW(Y I ,  Y2, . ." , Y j ,  X )  
where U _= W. Let Ci and Cj be different blocks of r.p such that 
C i =T Cj. Since C~ #p Cj, the states in these blocks have the same 
values for ( Y1, Y2, • • • , Yj) but different values for Yg, say 0 and 1 
respectively. If f(C~, X) is in Ej of p where Ej ~ C~., then f(C~, X)  is 
in E~. since U => W. I f f (C i ,  X)  is in Ei of p where Ei ___> Ci, thenf(C j ,  X) 
is in either E~ or Ej of p. In either case, this implies z"r"p. ] 
The following Corollary is concerned with the special case when the  
results of Theorem 4 are characterized by partition pairs. The proof is 
similar to that of Corollary 2. 
COROLLARY 4. I f  a sequential machine has a realization with set- 
reset flip-flops such that Ri = Hi (Y~,  Y2 , . . . ,  Y j ,  X )  and S~ = 
I i (Y~,  Y~, . . .  , Y i ,  X )  for all i = 1, 2, . . .  , h where h <= j, then the 
partitions T = II~=l T(Y~) and p = II~=~ ~-( Yi) are such that -r"p"p. 
I t  should be observed that if the hypothesis of Corollary 4 is satisfied 
and j  = h, then from Corollary 4 T h~s S.P. 
THEOREM 5: I f  a given sequential machine has state variable partitions 
.r and p such that T"r"p; and if the state code for the variables of 
(Y1, Y~, "'" , Yj) ,  where j = [1og2#(T)], ~is assigned according to the 
blocks of .r and if Y~ is assigned according to the blocks of p, then 
R~=:H~(Y I ,Y~, . . . ,Y j ,X )  and S~=Ig(Y~,Y~, . . . ,Y~,X) .  
Proof: (a) If Y~ ~ {Y~, Y~, . . .  , Y~}, then ~,'r"p implies T"p"p and 
[k] denotes the smallest integer equal to or greater than k. 
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this implies Zg = Yg(Y1, Y2, "'" , Y~', X). This in turn implies the 
result since the proof of Lemma 4 shows that R~ and So are functions of 
only (Y1, Y2, "" • , Y~'), when Yg E (Y1, Y2, • "" , Yj). 
(b) If Yg q~ (Y~, Y2, "'" , Yi), then T"r"p implies r .p" r "pandth is  
implies Z~ = YoU(Y1 ,  Y2 , " "  , Y¢ , X )  -~- f 'gW( Y~ , Y2 , . . "  , Y j  , X ) .  
I t  must now be shown that U > W. 
Consider the states in blocks C~ and C~- of r-p where C~ #~.p Cj and 
Ci =T C~. These states have the same values for the variables 
Y~, Y~, . . -  , Yj, say Q; but different values for Yg, say 0 and 1 re- 
spectively. Therefore, if the values of Z~ for f (C i ,  X) andf(C~, X) are 
different, it is because of Y~. The only time that f(C~, X) has its value 
equal to 1 is whenf(C~, X) is in Ej and when this is the easef(Cj,  X) is 
in Ej because r''r"p. Since the unit values for Z~ of f( C i, X ) and f( C~, X ) 
are the result of W(Q,  X) = 1 and U(Q, X) = i respectively, we have 
shown that W(Q,  X) = 1 implies U(Q, X) = 1 and, therefore, that 
U = W. According to Lemma 4 the desired result is established. | 
Machine D of Fig. 6 can be used to illustrate Theorem 5. It  has been 
shown that (1,2,3,4: 5)"r"( 1,--2~,; 3,4,5). If Y1 is assigned according to 
the blocks of (1,2,3,4: 5) and Y2 according to the blocks of (1,2; 3,4,5), 
then according to Theorem 5 
R2 = H~(Y~,X) and $2 = Is(Y~,X).  
In particular, R2 = Xl?t and S~ = Y1X for one possible assignment. 
The following result is concerned with the conditions uch that more 
than one flip-flop has input functions with reduced dependence. The 
proof is evident and is not included. 
THEOREM 6. Consider a sequential machine such that 
~r"  • " • (i) There exist state partitions in the r-relation -r~"r" p~ , T~ O~ , , 
TS~r"p j  . 
(ii) For every pi there exists a subset Vi  of the integers (1, 2, .- .  , j) 
where 
"r i > H Pm 
mEVi  
(iii) For every i in (1, 2, . . .  , j )  the state variable Yi  is assigned ac- 
cording to the blocks of p~. 
Then for every i in ( 1, 2, • • • , j ) , R ~ and S ~ are functions of only the input 
variables and the state variables in { Y~ I m E V d. 
One question that has not been considered concerns the requirement 
that o be a two block partition when r and p are in relation r"r"o.  I t  will 
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be shown that, in general, when the two block requirement on p is re- 
moved, the relation is sufficient for reduced ependence of the input func- 
tion but not necessary. For this reason we denote such relations by "~". 
DEFINITION 3. State partitions • and p are in relation "r"~"p iff "r and p 
satisfy (ii) and (iii) of Def. 2. 
Figure 8 provides an example of the relation ~. Let ~ = (1,3; 2,4,5) 
and p = (1,2; 3,4; 5). Note that , .p  = (~; 2; 3; 4; 5) and hence that 
~'. p"p"p. Moreover f( 1, X) =< 1~ ;f( 3, X) =< ~,4 and f(2,0) =< 1,---2; f(4,0) 
-<_ 3,--4; f(5,0) <_- 5. Also f(2,1) =~ f(4,1) =~f (5 ,1 ) .  
Inputs 
0 1 
2 1 
1 3 
4 4 
3 4 
5 3 
(~, 2-~) "~" (i7,~; ,,4; ~) 
FI~. 8. Machine F 
In order to establish the principal result concerning f-relations, it is 
convenient to have the following properties. 
LEMMA 8. I f  "r and p are in relation T"~"p and "rl <= r, then rl"~"p. 
Proof: Since r .p"p" r  and since rl =< T then TI'p =< r.p and by (Stearns 
and I-Iartmanis, 1961) rl.  p"p"p. 
Let C~ and Cj be different blocks of r- p such that C~ =,~ Cj. If A ~ C C~ 
and Ai C C~., then A~ =,1 A3", which implies A~ =,  A i and A~ #,  A t , be- 
cause • _>-~1. Since T"f"p, then f(Ai ,X)  =of (At  ,X)  or f ( t l ,  X) 
C E~ => Ci andf(A~., X) C Ej >= C~-. And this implies rl"f"p. | 
ILEMMA 9. I f  "r and O are relation "r"~"o and 01 > o, then ~"f"o~ •
Proof: Let Ai and A:. be states in the same blocks of r .p l .  If A~ -- ,.o t~-, 
then f(A~, X) =pl f(A~-, X) because r 'p"p"pl  where the latter follows 
from "r.p"p"p and p~ _-__ p. If A~ # ,.p Aj ,thenA~ #p A:- ,since A~ ~pl Aj 
and A~ =,  Aj. However, ~-"S"p, so that A~ #p Ai impliesf(A~, X) is in 
El and f(Aj ,  X) is in Ej where E~ and E~- are blocks of p. But since 
A~ --- ~A~, then E~ = ~i E~ and this implies f(A~, X) = ,1 f(A~, X) so that 
.r. pi"p" pl • 
Let A1 and A~ denote different blocks of ~.p such that Ai =,  A~. If 
i l  E A~ and A~E A~, then A~ =~ A~ and A~ #~ A~ and this implies 
A~ =,  A~ and A1 #~ A~. Since ~'"~"p, then 
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f(A1, X) ---pf(A2, X) which implies f (& ,  X) --=p, f (M,  X) 
orf(A1, X) C E1 and f(&2, X) E Es and this implies that f (&  , X) = 
~ f(~-2, X) or that f(3-1, X) E B1 andf(As, X) E B2 where B1 and B2 are 
blocks of pl such that & E B1 and A2 E B2. In either ease this infers 
T~r'~P 1 • I 
T~EOREM 7. I f  a sequential machine has state variable partitions r and 
p such that "r"~"o and if  the state code for the variables of ( Y1, Y~, • " • , Yi) 
where j = [logs #(~')], is assigned according to the blocks of r and if  every 
Y~ E D where D is a subset of the state variables is assigned constant on the 
blocks of p, then 
R~ = H i (Y1 ,  I72, "." , Y i ,  X )  and S~ = L(Y1, Y2, . . . ,  Yj, X) 
for every i such that Y~ E D. 
Proof: Since p(Y~) => o then by Lemma 9, r"~"p(Y~). But since p(Y~) 
has two blocks, then r"~"p(Y~) and r"r"p(Y~) are equivalent. This and 
Theorem 5 yield the desired functional dependence for R~ and S~. | 
THEOREM 8. I f  partitions r and p are in relation r "p"  p, then they are in 
relation r " f "  p. 
Proof: Since r"p"p, then 7.p"p"p because "r.o <= r. Let C~ and Cj be 
different blocks of r.p such that C~ =,  Cj. Since "r"p"p, then f(C~, X)  = 
f( Ci , X )  hence r"~" o. | 
Machine F of Fig. 8 provides an example of Theorem 7. If I71 and Y2 
are assigned to the blocks of ( 1,2; 3,4; 5) and Y~ according to the blocks 
of ( 1,3; 2,4,5), then from Theorem 7we know that R1 = Hi( Y3, X) = 0, 
$1 = I I (Y3 ,  X )  = XY3 ,R2  = H2(Y~,X) = 0, andS2 = Is(Y3, X) = 
XY~ where the explicit functions are for one particular code assign- 
ment. 
According to Theorems 7 and 8, partition pairs are sufficient for re- 
duced dependence of the inputs to set-reset flip-flop memory elements. 
The following examples how that they are unnecessary, however, by 
showing that the ~ relation is unnecessary. 
Consider Machine G of Fig. 9. If I/1 is assigned according to the blocks 
of (1,--~; 2~), Y2 according to the blocks of ( 1,2,3,4; 5), and Y~ accord- 
ing to the blocks of (1,2; 3,4,5); then we know from Theorem 7 that 
$1, R1, $2, and R~ are functions of only Y~ and X. However, the par- 
tition (1,2; 3,4,5) is not in relation ~ with (1,3; 2,4; 5) which is the 
partition implied by the state code for YI and Y2 ; i.e., (1,2; 3,4,5) 
"not ~"( 1,3; 2,4; 5). Thus the ~-relation and hence the p-relation is not 
necessary for reduced ependence. 
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Inputs 
0 1 
2 1 
4 2 
1 3 
3 4 
5 1 
(1,2; 3,4,5) "~" (1,3,5; 2~) 
(1-~; 3,4,5) "~" (1,2,3,5; 5, 
(i-,2,2; 3-~-75) "not ~" (1,3; 2,4; 5) 
FIo. 9. Machine G 
The problem of finding partitions in the t-relation or r-relation is not 
an easy one. One must consider all two block state partitions p. In 
general for each p there will be a set of partition r such that r"t"p and 
another set of partitions r* such that r*"r"p. When the machine is com- 
pletely specified we know from Lemma 3 that there is a largest partition 
rz such that r,"t"p. Therefore, in this case we need only find this rz for 
all two block state partitions p in order to have all the information re- 
garding partitions in the t-relations. Also for every p there exists M(p) 
such that if "y"p"p, then necessarily 7 - M(p) .  Thus to find r such that 
r"t"p we need only consider such that r .p <= M(p),  since r"t"p implies 
r.p"p"p. 
Actually, we have not given this problem sufficient consideration up 
to this time in order to provide a reasonable algorithm. I t  is being con- 
sidered, however, as part of a continuing investigation. 
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